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The front month Comex Copper is currently trading at $4.27/lb1, less that 10% off from

the high of $4.63 reached in February 2011. We believe that a combination of tight

supply and strong demand could push copper prices back to all-time highs. As a metal

that will be a key enabler in the energy transition and is likely to be highly utilised

in the burgeoning global infrastructure upturn, the longer-term projections for copper

may also look positive."

 

A market in a supply deficitA market in a supply deficit

  

In October 2020, the International Copper Study Group (ICSG) put out a forecast that the

copper market will be in a 50k tonne supply deficit in 2020. Data published by the ICSG

last month for the full year 2020, showed in fact a 559k tonne deficit, i.e. more than

10 times the deficit expected back in October 20202. In 2019 the copper deficit was 375k

tonnes. The ICSG point out that in 2020 demand outside of China was weak, falling close

to 10%, but Chinese demand for copper rose 38%, offsetting the weakness elsewhere. Also,

some of China’s purchases may have been made by the State Reserve Bureau, but the Study

Group’s estimate adjusted for stock changes in Chinese bonded warehouses still amounts

to a deficit of 456k tonnes. We believe the ICSG’s 70k tonne surplus forecast for 2021

will likely be revised downwards to a deficit after the group meet for their semi-annual

meeting later this month.

 

Chinese customs3 data indicates imports of unwrought copper and copper products was up

11.7% in the Q1 2021 vs Q1 2020 and stands at the highest level (for Q1) since 2016.

 

Stretched long positioning has been flushed outStretched long positioning has been flushed out

  

Net positioning in Comex copper futures had hit a decade high of 80k contracts net long

in December 2020. But since then, positioning has cooled to just 37k contracts net long.

We think that this is a healthy development and could have opened up the better entry

point into copper.

 

Figure 1: Net Speculative Positioning in Comex Copper FuturesFigure 1: Net Speculative Positioning in Comex Copper Futures
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Source: Bloomberg, data available as of close 21 April 2021 

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance andHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and

any investments may go down in value.any investments may go down in value.

  

Copper futures in backwardationCopper futures in backwardation44

  

Front month copper futures are in backwardation.  Although the futures curve is

somewhat kinked  and the market is contango between the May 2021 and  November

2021 contract, most of the rest of the curve is in backwardation, which is a

sign of tight supply. Historically markets in backwardation can provide a source

of positive performance for investors in commodities.

 

SourcesSources

1 As of 22nd April 2021 for the Comex Copper Future May 2021.

2 In fact in October 2019, the ICSG had predicted a 280k tonne surplus for 2020.

3 Customs General Administration PRC

4 Contango is a situation where the futures price of a commodity is higher than

the spot price. 

Backwardation is a situation where the futures price of a commodity is lower

than the spot price.

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Copper (COPA)

+ WisdomTree Copper 3x Daily Leveraged (3HCL)

+ WisdomTree Copper 3x Daily Short (3HCS)

+ WisdomTree Copper 2x Daily Leveraged (LCOP)

 

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=0DFB00D490EE4750BC846CCC1AAC453B&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=AA50B52746E041C6B3F9DE6DCC656227&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=17370468D1A7485497407EBB241115B1&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=CF6AE7F4F08F4ECCAA44DB6C6F16C8E3&_z=z
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2021-04-23/a-new-high-for-copper-within-sights
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For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for
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The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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